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Photos Taken from Free Internet Are Not Always Free to Use

| by Bahari Yeow Tien Hong and Lim Zhi Jian |

Many internet users do not appreciate the perils of downloading or 
republishing material found online. Most would not give it a second 
thought, thinking, “What is the worst that could happen?"

In Land Nordrhein-Westfalen v Dirk Renckhoff, a photographer had 
given the exclusive right to the operators of an online travel portal to 
publish one of his photographs on their portal. A student had 
downloaded that photograph for her school presentation, which was 
later published in the school’s website.

In the photographer’s action for copyright infringement, the Court of 
Justice of the European Union (ECJ) held in favour of the 
photographer and awarded €400 in damages. The student’s act was 
regarded as making available the photograph to a new public not 
within the consent earlier given by the photographer.

This case is an example of exactly what you would be liable for, 
regardless of how likely.

For the judgment, please click here.

Bahari Yeow Tien Hong (yth@lhag.com) and Lim Zhi Jian (lzj@lhag.com)

If you have any queries or would like to know more about copyright 
infringement, please contact team partners Mr Bahari Yeow Tien Hong
or Mr Lim Zhi Jian.
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